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Put simply, air freight is big business. It is an industry which employs a huge number of people
worldwide and is so widely used that it is often taken for granted. Indeed without air freight the world
would be a much worse place. With that in mind here is a guide to air freight and why it remains in
so much demand:

Air freight is the carriage of tangible goods by aeroplane. It is the mode of transport used to deliver
all sorts of goods to firms involved in the process of bringing good to consumers. Freight forwarding
is also big business in its own right. Typically air freight is cargo that is transported internationally
and over long distances.

There are plenty of reasons why you would need to invest in air freight services. For instance you
may want to provide a relative who now resides in another country with a gift to mark their birthday
or a calendar event like Christmas.

Air freight is an alternative to seafreight â€“ or â€˜surface mailâ€™ â€“ which, as you can probably guess, is when
items are carried by boat. Of course when goods are carried in the air it saves a significant amount
of time. The extra convenience means that it is more expensive than its marine alternative. For
many people the higher cost of air freight is well worth it.

Goods of all shapes and sizes are transported as air freight. Anything from childrensâ€™ toys to
components of heavy industry are transported in this manner so it looks like it is set to stay for the
time being at least.

Where can I find a company that is fully qualified to deal with my air freight at the right price?

If you need to enlist the services of an air freight specialist then you need to find one which has a
reputation for an extremely high standard of service. One company that fits the bill can be found by
paying a visit to Dekam.co.za. Why not visit the website today if you are in need of any other
information on things like freight forwarding?
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a Air Freight is what our company specialise in so are able to give the best possible service at
dekam.co.za. We provide a freight forwarding as wellâ€“ Visit our website today to see what we offer!
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